• A sunny day
• A field trip
• animals such as, pigs,
goats, rabbits, and
koalas
• to feed
• having a great time

範例說法A:
A Day in the Zoo
• The zoo looks very busy on this nice, sunny day.
There are lots of children along with adults
looking at the different kinds of animals. Some
students are there for a field trip and some kids
have fun with their families. I can see animals
such as, pigs, goats, rabbits, and koalas. A pig is
playing in the mud, a boy is feeding a goat some
grass, a girl wants to feed an apple to the rabbits,
but the rabbits already have carrots, and the
koalas are on the tree. The children seem to be
having a great time .

範例說法B:
A Day in the Zoo

• The zoo looks very busy on this day. There are
lots of children looking at the different kinds
of animals. Maybe they are there for a field
trip. I can see animals such as, pigs, goats, and
rabbits. The weather looks very nice. The
children seem to be having a great time.

A Family Scene
•
•
•
•

busy doing work
sitting in a high chair
busy on the phone
wearing a blue blouse

範例說法A:
A Family Scene

• In this picture a family is sitting at the table
together. Everyone seems to be busy with
something else. The dad appears very busy
doing work or maybe thinking about what to
write, the child is watching something else—
maybe TV—and the mom is busy on the
phone. The child is sitting in a high chair. The
father is dressed in business clothes, and the
mom is wearing a blue blouse. I would like to
know what the child is looking at?

範例說法A:
A Family Scene
• In this picture a family is sitting at the table
together. But, everyone is busy with
something else. The dad is writing, the baby is
watching something else—maybe TV—and
the mom is on the phone. The baby is wearing
a striped jumper and a bib while sitting in a
high chair. The father is dressed in business
clothes, and the mom is wearing a blue blouse.

A sinkhole
•
•
•
•
•

Gigantic
A disaster
in the ground
Bystanders
caused by

範例說法A:
A sinkhole

• A major disaster happened in Fukuoka, Japan.
Have you ever heard of a sinkhole? It is a very
large hole in the ground that suddenly opens up.
A sinkhole opened up in one of the city’s main
street. It is not clear from the picture whether it
was caused by human error or some kind of
natural disaster, but everyone will agree that it
looks very dangerous. Across the street from the
sinkhole you can see some bystanders looking at
it. Luckily, it looks like nobody was hurt.

範例說法B:
A sinkhole
• It looks like there was a major disaster in
Japan. A sinkhole opened up in one of the
city’s main roads. It is not clear from the
picture whether it was caused by human error
or some kind of natural disaster. Across the
street from the sinkhole you can see some
people looking at it. Luckily, it looks like
nobody was hurt.

- All-electric scooter/bike

- Removable battery
-100 kilometers per charge
- Environmentally friendly

- Smartphone app to monitor scooter

- Battery-swapping stations
-Stylish design

範例說法A:
Gogoro
• These are the new scooters from Gogoro. I
think they look really futuristic and modern.
You can tell they are similar in style to the
classic Italian scooters, but the technology is
based on an electric battery. I think having an
electric battery is better for the environment
and it also makes the scooter much, much
quieter. In my opinion, scooters are too loud
sometimes.

範例說法B:
Gogoro
• Gogoro is a stylish, all-electric scooter. This
scooter has a removable battery that can be
charged very quickly at home. After charging, it
can run for up to 100 kilometers. Being fully
electric, this scooter is very environmentally
friendly. Gogoro is perfect for urban commuting.
There are plenty of battery swap stations where
people swap dead batteries for fresh ones. One
cool feature is that this scooter can be turned on
by a smart phone app.

A disaster
- Disaster

- earthquake
- collapse
- remains
- Rescue efforts
- Survivors
- Hospitals
- Medical supplies
- Construction

範例說法A:
A disaster

• This picture looks like the buildings in the
Tainan earthquake last year. I can’t believe
that these large buildings fell down. In front of
the remains of the buildings, you can see
some soldiers trying to help survivors. I hope
in the future that buildings can be made safer
so that this kind of disaster doesn’t happen
again.

範例說法B:
A disaster
• The buildings have collapsed. They were hit by
an earthquake. People were trapped under
the collapsed buildings. There were serious
injuries. Hospital became overcrowded.
Hospitals were also damaged, with no water
and electricity available. When an earthquake
hits, there can be mudslides, landslides, and
falling debris. Preparedness for earthquakes is
very important.

How to Use U-bike
• the public bike rental system
• the docking station
•

範例說法A:
U-Bike
• U-Bike is the public bike rental system in Taipei.
It is really easy to use and also quite cheap. All
you need to do is swipe your card, wait for the
light, and then pull the bike out from the
docking station. I prefer to use U-Bike
whenever I can because it is a good way to get
exercise and also save a little bit of money at
the same time. I wish more cities had a bike
sharing system like U-Bike.

範例說法B:
U-Bike
• How to rent a U-Bike: If it is your first rental, use a
kiosk terminal to register your Easycard and local
mobile phone number. Simply choose an available
bicycle in the parking lot, swipe your Easycard over
the terminal, and slide the bike out. When returning
the bicycle, slide the bike into the terminal. Swipe
your Easycard to complete the return. The screen will
display the cost and deduct money from your
Easycard. U-Bike is priced at NT$10 per 30 minutes of
usage.

•
•
•
•
•

Elegant
Decorations
a big glass shelf
Various statues of animals
expensive items

範例說法A:
An area near the lobby

• This is the inside of a fancy, 5-star Hotel. The
design is simple, modern, and elegant. In the
front, you can find a big glass shelf which is
filled with various special and expensive items.
Maybe they are for sale, or maybe they are
just for decorations. In the background, you
can see red statues of animals. The design of
this area gives the feeling of being in a small
museum or art gallery. Guests will definitely
want to take a closer look.

範例說法B:
An area near the lobby

• This is the inside of a Hotel. Most likely this
photo was taken in the lobby. The design is
simple, modern, and elegant. In the front, you
can find a big glass shelf filled with various
items. In the background, you can see red
statues of animals and what looks to be
something like a small bicycle.

The Google self-driving car

•
•
•
•
•
•

sensors
interior
electric batteries
rounded shape
computer
back-up system

範例說法A:
A Self driving car

• Did you know that Google is not just for emailing
and searching for information on the Internet?
Google has just released a new kind of selfdriving car. It uses sensors and computers to
detect the location of other drivers and things on
the road. It is powered by electric batteries so it
doesn’t need to be refueled. It has a unique
rounded shape. Finally, if there is a problem with
the computer, there is a back-up system that can
be used to manually control the car.

範例說法B:
A Self driving car

• Google has just released a new kind of selfdriving car that will change the world. It uses
computers to detect the location of other
drivers and things on the road. It is powered
by electric batteries. It has a unique rounded
shape. Finally, if there is a problem with the
computer, there is a back-up system that can
be used to manually control the car.

